How the measurement of residual volume developed after Davy (1800)
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ABSTRACT: H. Davy measured the residual volume of his own lungs in 1800, by inhaling a hydrogen mixture contained in a mercurial air holder. Using the same principle, Nestor Grehant determined the functional residual capacity, and the volume of the dead space, in 1864. Both used a forced breathing method, that was substituted by a prolonged dilution method by D.D. Van Slyke and C.A.L. Binger in 1923. It was in 1941 that G.R. Meneely and M.L. Kaltreider replaced hydrogen with helium. The open circuit nitrogen washout method was proposed by R.E. Darling, A. Cournaud and D.W. Richards in 1940, and the body plethysmograph by A.B. DuBois et al. in 1956. So the three methods, still in common use today for measuring the static lung volumes, had been described by the mid-1950s.


Two hundred years has just elapsed since H. Davy measured the volume of residual gas remaining in his own lungs after a forced expiration, as well as their volume in a state of voluntary inspiration [1]. The idea that the lungs still contained air at the end of a full expiration was, according to Korns [2], advanced by Borelli [3] in 1680. D.A. Borelli should be remembered as one of the first modern respiratory physiologists, when he stated that inspiration is accomplished by muscular action and expiration simply by muscular relaxation, and that the lungs themselves are purely passive. In the eighteenth century, several workers had attempted to measure the postmortem volume of the lungs. For instance Goodwyn [4] in 1788 (quoted by Lundsgaard, [5]), compressing the lungs in contact with the residual gas on such an extensive surface must instantly mingle with it. Hence, possibly one deep inspiration and complete expiration of the whole of one quantity of hydrogen, will be sufficient to determine the capacity of the lungs after complete voluntary exhaustion, and the nature of the residual air". Davy conducted the experiment as follows: "after a complete exhaustion of my lungs in the usual posture, I respired from a large mercurial air holder 102 cubic inches [~1670 mL] of hydrogen apparently pure at 59°[Farhenheit] for rather less than a minute, making in this time 7 quick respirations". He measured the proportion of hydrogen remaining in the airholder "by inflammation with atmospheric air or oxygen of the detonating tube by the electric spark".

Davy had devised both the method of preparation and of measurement of the hydrogen concentration, and checked for the purity of the inhaled mixture [11]. Because there was virtually no difference between inspired and expired volumes during the respiration of hydrogen (the expired
volume was 103 cubic inches in the experiment), Davy concluded that the gas was not absorbed and hypothesized that the air in the reservoir was of the same composition as the gas in the lung. He calculated, in a specific experiment, that the residual gas in the lung was 31.8 cubic inches; after correction for the difference in temperature between the air holder and the lung, the residual gas was estimated at 37.5 cubic inches. The experiments were not without side effects: "I found great difficulty in breathing hydrogen for so long as half a minute, so as to make a complete expiration of it. It produced uneasy feelings in the chest, momentary loss of muscular power and sometimes transient giddiness. In some of the experiments I made, on account of the giddiness, the results were rendered inconclusive by my removing my mouth from the mouthpiece after expiration, before the assistant could turn the stopcock". After a few repeated measurements, H. Davy estimated the volume of his lungs to be around 670 mL in a state of forced expiration and 4,160 mL in a state of voluntary inspiration. However, he realized that "his capacity was most probably below the medium, because his chest was narrow, measuring in circumference but 29 inches, and his neck rather long and slender".

Publication of Davy's researches into N₂O led, late in 1800, to an invitation to lecture at the Royal Institution in London [12], which ended his brief spell in respiratory physiology, but led to fame based on his chemical discoveries in the next few years. In 1815 Davy also invented the safety lamp for coal miners [13], and became President of the Royal Society in 1820, after which he travelled widely, and died in Geneva on May 29, 1829 [6].

According to Hutchinson [14] in 1846, further attempts to measure the residual air in the early nineteenth century yielded confusing views, with estimates 40–220 cubic inches (650–3600 mL). Hutchinson [14] called residual air the amount remaining in the lungs after they have been emptied by the most violent effort. However, he did not report himself on the residual air, but concentrated on the vital capacity, that he defined as the greatest voluntary expiration following the deepest inspiration, and divided into three parts: 1) the reserve air, that portion remaining in the lungs after the gentle expiration, which may be thrown out if required; 2) the breathing air, that portion required to perform the ordinary gentle inspiration and expiration; 3) the complementary air, that portion which can, at will, be drawn into the lungs by a violent exertion (beyond the moderate effort of ordinary breathing).

In his medical thesis published in 1864, Grehan [15] stated that the volume of air contained in the lungs at the end of an expiration had only been measured postmortem, after fixation at the trachea of a pipe also attached to a bell filled with water. Although he did not mention H. Davy's work, he also proposed to inhale hydrogen to determine the volume of the lung, for at least 3 reasons: 1) According to Seguin and Lavoisier [16], hydrogen does not exert any noxious effect on the lung. They had shown that guinea pigs can stay in an atmosphere containing hydrogen and oxygen ("l'air vital") in proportion to that existing between oxygen and nitrogen in the atmospheric air for 8–10 h. In addition the hydrogen concentration had not decreased at the end of the experiment, which meant that it left the lungs as it entered them. However it was necessary to absorb carbon dioxide during the experiments. 2) Regnault and Reiset [17] have confirmed that little hydrogen could be absorbed through the lungs. 3) Free hydrogen is not present in the pulmonary tract, and during respiration it behaves like nitrogen.

Grehan [14] introduced 1 L of hydrogen into a 3–4 L bell full of water, having at its upper part a tap connected to a glass pipe through a rubber tube. The subject to be examined put the pipe in his mouth, with his lips squeezed around, and closed also his nostrils. At the end of a normal expiration, he was connected to the container and inspired and expired 4–5 times consecutively. After the fifth expiration, the tap was closed and the volume of hydrogen present in the container was measured with an eudiometer. That volume of gas remaining in the lungs after a normal expiration was called the pulmonary capacity ("capacite pulmonaire"). In a group of 13 persons aged 17–35 yrs, it was estimated (after correction for temperature) to vary 2,193–2,332 L. N. Grehan also estimated the dead space ("l'air nuisible") around 170 mL, and calculated the coefficient of ventilation, the ratio between the volume of "pure air" (the tidal volume minus the dead space) and the pulmonary capacity.

N. Grehan was concerned that his method could be dangerous because of a possible explosion of the hydrogen mixture, and also because the purity of hydrogen was not guaranteed. Combined with some residual arsenic, it yields a very toxic mixture, which even killed the chemist Gehlen! Both Davy [1] and Grehan [15] used the same technique (a forced breathing of an external gas), the first to measure the residual air (now called the residual volume), and the second the pulmonary capacity (now the functional residual capacity).

Berenstein [18], reviewing in 1891 previous literature, noticed that extremes of measurements of residual air published varied 500–19,800 cubic centimeters. His own values in males varied 440–1250 ccm. Berenstein [18] emphasized that the residual air was determined by the strength of the respiratory muscles and by the elasticity of the thoracic wall and of the lungs (a very modern view indeed!). He also noticed that the residual air of females was lower than that of males. In his thesis [19, 20], M. Berenstein showed how the determination of the residual air could be used as a diagnostic test for emphysema [21]. That an increased residual volume is a characteristic of emphysema was supported by several investigators over the first half of the twentieth century, and by Baldwin et al. [22] in 1949 in their large series of 123 cases of "pulmonary emphysema".

At the end of the nineteenth century, several scientists tried to measure residual volume making use of Boyle's law [23]. Pfleger [24] with the "Pneumonometer", an early body plethysmograph, reported in 1882 values 400–800 mL. These attempts were criticized by Christe [25] and they did not reach a clinical application until 1956 [26].

Dühring [27] in 1903 proposed to abandon the breathing of hydrogen: he connected his subjects after a complete expiration to pure oxygen, and used the dilution of alveolar nitrogen as the indicator gas instead of the addition of hydrogen.

In the late nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth century, physiologists started to study the relationships between the residual air and anthropometric data.
the first rough estimates being due to Schenck [28, 29] in 1894. A significant advance was made, when Bohr [30] started to measure the entire lung volume, with all its components on one and the same individual (according to Hasselbach [31] and Birath [32] he was the first); in addition C. Bohr put more stress on the relationship between the "residual air" and the "total lung volume", than on their absolute values.

It was in 1923 that Van Slyke and Binger [33] substituted a dilution method without forced breathing to the early forced breathing method. They connected the subject at the end of a normal expiration to a spirometer containing a known volume of hydrogen, and allowed him to breathe normally for 5–6 min. They calculated the functional residual air by measuring the ratio between hydrogen and nitrogen. Anthony [34] arrived at satisfactory results using only hydrogen analysis carried out electromechanically according to Knipping [35]. Christie [25] in 1932 proposed a simple oxygen dilution method also without forced breathing, based on the dilution of the nitrogen in the lung with a known volume of oxygen, complete mixing being ensured by adopting the technique of Van Slyke and Binger [33].

In 1939, two advances occurred that would facilitate the clinical measurement of lung volume. Firstly, Herrald and McMichael [36] proposed to supply a constant amount of oxygen to the breathing circuit in order to compensate for the oxygen consumption, and to keep constant the volume of the circuit, which makes the calculations easier. An automatically adjusted volume stabilization system was later described by Van Veen et al. [37]. Secondly, McMichael [38] introduced the catharometer to easily measure and follow the hydrogen concentration.

In 1940 Darling et al. [39] substituted on open circuit (washing out progressively the alveolar nitrogen by inspiring pure oxygen) to the closed rebreathing circuit technique for measuring residual air. Their major arguments were the following: 1) the inspiratory gas mixture is always changing and the discrepancies due to poor mixing are not corrected by oxygen replacement; 2) the exact calculation of the oxygen absorbed is difficult; 3) the net change in the nitrogen concentration is low, so that any error in measurement, results in a large error in calculation.

A major step was accomplished with the replacement of hydrogen with helium by Meneely and Kalatreider in 1941 [40]; helium has all the useful properties of hydrogen, but none of its disadvantages. The closed circuit spirometer described by these authors was very similar to the equipment of today, with a blower to homogenize the gas mixtures, soda lime to absorb carbon dioxide, oxygen admission. Two details did however differ from modern procedures: the subject was connected to the spirometer without regard to the phase of respiration, and the rebreathing period was limited to 7 min. Helium was again used by Behnke et al. [41] in 1942. In their attempt to determine the specific gravity of the human body, they proposed to measure the residual air by inhaling for a period of 3 min, a helium-oxygen mixture following maximal expiration to remove the residual nitrogen, and subsequently to perform a washout of inhaled helium with 50 L of air or oxygen. In the mid-1940s, the prolonged dilution of hydrogen during quiet breathing was still used by Birath [32], but by the late 1940s the closed circuit helium dilution technique became the standard method. It was further developed by Meneely and Kalatreider [42], and soon adopted by other investigators like Bates and Christie [43], Donald and Christie [44] Gilson and Hugh-Jones [45].

In the mid-1950s, a third method for measuring functional residual capacity, body plethysmograph, was established [26]. An engaging, first hand description of how earlier problems with plethysmography was overcome in Philadelphia has been given by Comroe [46].

The closed circuit prolonged helium dilution, the open circuit nitrogen washout, and the body plethysmograph are, all three, still in use today. Single breath methods have not gained wide acceptance, because they underestimate lung volume in the presence of airflow obstruction, but they were anticipated 200 years ago by Davy, who suggested that hydrogen would diffuse sufficiently rapidly to allow the lung capacity to be measured safely and accurately.
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